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About this Release 

This Readme file describes the defects fixed in this release and the requirements and instructions for 

installing this release. 

Caution: You are urged to carefully read and understand the following requirements. Failure to comply 

may result in applying a patch that can cause your application to malfunction, including interruption of 

service and/or loss of data. Before installing or applying this patch, verify that your system 

configuration (product version, patch level, and platform) exactly matches what is specified in the 

Readme. 
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New Features 

This is a maintenance release for Release 11.1.1.0, 11.1.1.1, 11.1.1.2, or 11.1.1.3. There are no new 

features for this release. 

Information about system requirements for EPM System products is now available in a spreadsheet 

format in the Oracle Hyperion Enterprise Performance Management System Certification Matrix. This 
matrix is posted at 

. System requirements are no longer part of the Oracle Hyperion Enterprise 

Performance Management System Installation Start Here. 
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Supported Paths to this Release  

Release 11.1.1.4 is a maintenance release for Release 11.1.1.0, 11.1.1.1, 11.1.1.2, or 11.1.1.3.  

If you are starting from an earlier release, you must first upgrade to an 11.1.1.x release. This may 

require upgrading to an interim release first, and then upgrading to 11.1.1.x. Once at 11.1.1.x, in EPM 

System Installer, select the “Apply Maintenance Release.”  

Release 11.1.1.4 also provides a complete installation if you are not already starting from Release 

11.1.1.x. 
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Supported Platforms 

Applies to all supported platforms.  
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Supported Languages  

For this release, Profitability and Cost Management is available in English only.  

Other products in this release support non-English languages. The list of supported languages for all 

EPM System products is included in the Oracle Hyperion Enterprise Performance Management System 

Certification Matrix, posted at http://www.oracle.com/technology/products/bi/hyperion-supported-

platforms.html. 
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Prerequisites 

Required Component Products 

To minimize potential issues, Oracle recommends applying the latest patch sets for the following 

component products: 

 Oracle Hyperion Enterprise Performance Management Architect 

 Hyperion Shared Services 

 Essbase  

For the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management System Supported Platform Matrix, click here: 

http://www.oracle.com/technology/software/products/ias/files/fusion_certification.html 

Required User Rights  

The user applying the patch should be the user who was set up to install and configure EPM System 

products.  

Required user privileges or rights: 

Windows:  

Use the user account that has Local administrator rights and was set up for installation and 

configuration. This user is an administrator and is the same for all EPM System products. Assign 

local policies if required by the product. Typically, such assignments include: “Act as part of the 

operating system, Bypass traverse checking, Log on as a batch job, Log on as a service.”  

UNIX/Linux:  

Use the account that was used to install EPM System products and has Read, Write, and Execute 

permissions on $HYPERION_HOME.  Do not use the root user. If you installed other Oracle 

products, the user who installed EPM System products must be in the same group as the user who 

installed the other Oracle products. 
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Known Issues 

The following issues are the noteworthy known issues of this release. 

Defect 

Number 

Known Issues 

 Oracle recommends that you create a backup of your databases before performing any 

import. 

 When the models are imported using Lifecycle Management, the new application 

replaces the target application. If you are using Lifecycle Management to import large 

models, the import may take longer to process than the time specified in the default 

timeout settings on WebLogic or the Oracle Application Server.  

To work around this issue, you must reset the default timeout settings for the 

appropriate server. For instructions on resetting the default timeout settings for 

WebLogic and Oracle Application Server, see the Lifecycle Management chapter in the 

Oracle Hyperion Profitability and Cost Management Administrator‟s Guide. 

http://www.oracle.com/technology/software/products/ias/files/fusion_certification.html


Defect 

Number 

Known Issues 

12704452 If errors are generated for ID column values that display negative values because of  

overflow in any of the Profitability and Cost Management tables, you must run a 

specific script to correct the situation. 

See "Running the  Script" in the Tips and Troubleshooting of this 

document for instructions on running the SQL script. 

Note: This workaround is applicable only for an installation which has Profitability and 

Cost Management configured with an Oracle database. 

12650738 

 

Audit configuration does not work in Shared Services.  

To work around this issue, set open cursors to 1000 in the Oracle database.  

10044524, 

9976695 

 

Assignment rules are only associated with a destination stage, and they can only be 

assigned to a source intersection that belongs to a source stage which is less than the 

assignment rule‟s destination stage. For example, the source stage might be in Stage 3 

and the destination stage might be in Stage 4, but the destination cannot be in Stage 

2. 

If an existing assignment rule is modified, and the destination stage is set to the same 

or a lesser stage than the assigned source, although the assignment rule remains 

valid, the actual assignment becomes invalid when it is assigned to a source 

intersection with a greater stage number.  

To work around this issue, ensure when you modify an assignment rule that the 

existing conditions are met: 

Destination stage is greater than the assigning source stage.  

Selected destination stage is not enabled for intrastage assignments. 

If the “same as source” option for a dimension is selected, the same members in the 

source exist. 

9385500 After upgrading from Release 11.1.1.2.x to Release 11.1.1.3.00, the release number in 

the Oracle inventory is not incremented, causing the installation of the service patch to 

fail. 

To work around this issue, complete the following steps: 

1. Rename HYPERION_HOME/inventory to backup. 

2. Delete the EPMSystem line from central inventory, e.g. c:\program          

files\oracle\inventory\ContentsXML\inventory.xml 

3. Run HYPERION_HOME/OPatch/createInventory to restore the inventory folder. 

9368414 If you have Essbase outlines that have duplicates of shared members, Essbase may 

terminate abnormally when restructuring during an ASO outline save.  

To resolve this issue, you must upgrade to Essbase Release 11.1.1.3.01. 

8449860 If global drivers have been loaded into a model, when you select “Clear All” for all 

stages after running the calculation scripts, the global driver measures are not cleared 

because they do not have stage specifications.  

7166332,  

7147674 

 

If you are using Lifecycle Management to import large models, the import may take 

longer to process than the time specified in the default timeout settings on WebLogic 

or the Oracle Application Server.  

For instructions to reset the WebLogic default timeout setting, see the Tips and 

Troubleshooting section in this document, or see the Oracle Hyperion Profitability and 

Cost Management Administrator’s Guide. 



Defect 

Number 

Known Issues 

6589245 When working with Trace Allocations, Internet Explorer may stop responding. 

To work around this issue, perform the following steps: 

4. From the Microsoft Internet Explorer main menu, select Tools, then Internet 

Options. 

5. Select the Advanced tab. 

6. Scroll down, and uncheck the Play Animations in web pages check box. 

7. Click OK. 
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Defects Fixed in this Release 

If you are coming from Release 11.1.1.0, 11.1.1.1, or 11.1.1.2, use the Defects Fixed Finder tool to 

review the list of defects fixed between those releases and Release 11.1.1.3. This tool is available 

here:  

 

https://support.oracle.com/oip/faces/secure/km/DocumentDisplay.jspx?id=1292603.1 

Defect 

Number 

Defect Fixed 

• 12746413  For Solaris systems using Internet Explorer 9, if you select a source intersection with 

assignments or assignment rule selections on several destination stages, the first 

destination stage is displayed; however, you cannot select any subsequent 

destination stages. 

• 12745220  If you select a node that includes a non-0 level dimension member, it is not possible 

to create assignments because the 'Add new assignments' and 'Open AR 

management' icons are incorrectly enabled.  

• 12746413  For Solaris systems using Internet Explorer 9, if you select a source intersection with 

assignments or assignment rule selections on several destination stages, the first 

destination stage is displayed; however, you cannot select any subsequent 

destination stages. 

• 12741738  The import from the Staging database failed.  Although the task completes with a 

successful status, an error is generated in the log, and no assignments are imported. 

• 12640855 If you are using Firefox 4, and you select a source intersection with assignments or 

assignment rule selections on several destination stages, the first destination stage is 

displayed; however, you cannot select any subsequent destination stages. 

• 12640269 If you are using Firefox 4, and you select another POV or layer in Trace Allocations, 

the drop-down lists are empty. You cannot select a different POV or a different Layer.  

• 12640178 If you are using Firefox 4, when you select a valid POV and press Go, the icon is not 

disabled after the POV is applied.  

• 12620931 If you are using Internet Explorer 9, after creating assignments on the first and 

second stages, it is possible to create duplicate assignments on the second stage.  

https://support.oracle.com/oip/faces/secure/km/DocumentDisplay.jspx?id=1292603.1


Defect 

Number 

Defect Fixed 

• 12620448 After selecting a valid source intersection (0-level) with assignments, all members  

on the Source pane are correct, and the 'Add assignments' and 'Open AR 

Management' icons are enabled on the Destination pane. However, if you change the 

View mode from 'Show Tree' to 'Show Grid' or vice versa, the associated member 

dimension selection on the Source pane disappears. 

• 12620196 On the Assignments screen, the Delete icon is incorrectly enabled when no 

assignments have been selected for deletion.  

• 12586933 The CPUs on the Essbase server are maxed out when multiple MDX queries are 

generated during trace allocation. When that occurs, all the  

applications on that Essbase server become unresponsive and an “Internal Server” 

error message is thrown in Profitability and Cost Management. 

• 12563881 Profitability and Cost Management may seem to be running, but an error is 

generated when it is pinged, and there are errors in the log file. The validation tool 

confirms that Profitability is not running. 

• 12348094, 

11770119 

When performing a Copy POV operation for a POV that contains a large number of 

assignments, the operation runs for a long time, and is not completed.  

Note: This performance fix is for Oracle production database only. 

• 12348088, 

12316973 

The staging load is very slow. 

• 12539877 For some specific models, or areas within those models, trace allocation performance 

was slowed. 

The syntax for an MDX query was optimized and corrected the issue.     

• 12316973 Previously, the import of assignment rule selections from a staging table was very 

slow. 

The performance of this operation has been significantly improved. 

• 11794859 Previously, duplicate assignments were being imported even if they already existed 

in the product database. 

Duplicate assignments are no longer imported.  

• 11713261 The deployment of a Profitability and Cost Management application was taking an 

extremely long time to complete. 

To correct the issue, an index was added to facilitate faster deployment of 

applications from EPM Architect.    

• 10363181 

 

If assignment rules were sorted before assignment rules were selected for deletion, 

the incorrect rule was removed. 

This issue has been resolved. The selected assignment rule is correctly deleted, even 

if the assignment rules have been sorted. 

• 10328744   Previously, the aliases set for attribute dimension members did not propagate to 

Essbase outlines for the Reporting and Calculation databases. 

This issue has been corrected, and the aliases for attribute dimension members now 

flow seamlessly from EPM Architect, to Profitability and Cost Management, and then 

to the Essbase calculation and reporting outlines. 

• 10251942  Previously, higher level stored members in the Measures hierarchy were not cleared 

when calculated data was cleared. 

All the higher level stored members in the Allocation Measures hierarchy that are 

calculated during the process of calculation are now cleared. 



Defect 

Number 

Defect Fixed 

• 10211056  Assignment Rule Selections are now validated to ensure all source side dimension 

members have been specified and are Level-0 before being imported through staging 

tables. 

• 10070746  Modifications to the generation method for the BSO database deployment have 

significantly reduced processing time. 

• 9978085  Previously, reciprocal assignments were calculated incorrectly if the second source in 

the reciprocal pair had asymmetric assignments compared to the first source.  

For example, along with the reciprocal relationship, if the first source also has 

assignments outgoing to another stage downstream, then the second source 

reciprocal values are calculated incorrectly, causing incorrect reciprocal values for the 

pair. 

This issue has been corrected, and reciprocal assignments with asymmetric 

assignments on one of the sources are now calculated correctly. 

• 9916139  Some calc scripts experienced extremely long calculation times. 

To improve calculation times for models with potentially large stages, focused 

aggregation of the required Measures dimension members is now performed for each 

Stage. 

• 9865294 Previously, a member was treated as a primary member only if its Data Storage 

property was set to StoreData in EPM Architect.  

Now, members with any of the following values on DataStorage are treated as 

primary members: 

- StoreData 

- DynamicCalcAndStore 

- DynamicCalc 

- NeverShare 

- LabelOnly 

A member is regarded as a shared member only if DataStorage is set to ShareData.  

• 9849686 In the Release 11.1.1.3.02 Readme, the pathname of the SQL file in the Post-

Installation instructions was incorrect. 

The path name has been corrected in this Readme as follows:   

<
 

• 9793135 The calculation script no longer fails if several nodes in a stage have both intra-stage 

and inter-stage assignments and the number of dimensions on the destination stage 

for inter-stage assignments is less than the number of dimensions in the source 

stage. 

• 9787294  If models that have an alternative roll-up in a Profitability and Cost Management 

business dimension contain shared members, the members are now correctly 

displayed in the Trace Allocations report. 

• 9770827 When explicit assignments are imported into a model, the assignments are no longer 

attached to a shared member, but they are correctly attached to the base members 

only. 



Defect 

Number 

Defect Fixed 

• 9770798 If Profitability and Cost Management is installed on an Oracle database, alternate 

hierarchies in the business dimensions are no longer displayed in the Assignments 

modelling screens. 

• 9757079, 

9703438 

The processing time for genealogy calculations has been improved to handle the 

addition of new stages and the associated calculations in a timely manner.   

• 9756361 If a name exceeds 80 characters in length on the Driver Definition screen or the 

Assignment Rules Management screen, an error message is displayed and the name 

cannot be saved until reduced to the correct size. 

• 9755916 When tracing allocations, the percentage value on the destination intersection now 

correctly displays the percentage sign “%.” 

• 9751875 On the Manage Database screen, under Calculate, the label “Last Deployed” is now 

correctly displayed. 

• 9730069 If an existing Same as Source rule is edited, the correct selections for non-Same as 

Source dimensions are now displayed. 

• 9725682 For Oracle databases, when multiple users added or deleted driver selections and 

assignments within one or more models, these operations resulted in database 

deadlocks.  

Now, indexes have been added to the databases to properly handle multiple edits 

and deletes without locking. 

• 9725573 If an alternate hierarchy contains shared members that reference non-Level 0 base 

members, the genealogy contribution values are correctly calculated. 

• 9725545 The method for loading data to Essbase during genealogy calculations has been 

modified to improve processing times for genealogy calculations.   

• 9725509,  

9291059  

During deployment of EPM Architect, when a measure that was unused in any drivers 

was deleted, the subsequent redeployment failed. This issue has now been resolved. 

• 9720763 Additional system information checks have been added to the System Information 

tab of the Model Summary. 

• 9703558 Calculation scripts that include intrastage assignments now correctly calculate the 

CostAssigned member values. 

• 9664928 Measure values displayed in the Trace Allocations screen are no longer incorrectly 

inflated. Data is now correctly displayed on the Properties panel of the Trace 

Allocation screen. 

• 9582809 When renaming applications and databases on the Model Summary screen, you can 

now correctly enter 8 characters. 

• 9439347 Shared members in the POV dimensions are no longer displayed in the POV Creation 

drop-down list, and therefore, cannot be used to create POVs. 

• 9439330 Now, properties for POV dimension members, such as Member Solve Order, 

Consolidation Symbol and Data Storage, are correctly passed through to Essbase. 

• 9431727 Previously, only 20 POVs could be displayed on the POV Manager screen, even if 

there were more in the application. 

Now, if there are more than 20 POVs, a vertical scroll bar is activated to enable you 

to scroll to view up to 1,000 POVs. 

• 9325579 Driver Data or Cost Data is correctly copied when performing a Copy POV, even if the 

model logic has been changed. 



Defect 

Number 

Defect Fixed 

• 9325565 It is now possible to submit more than one calc script generation task at one time 

from the Manage Calculation screen, without causing script failures. 

• 9325541 When importing Profitability and Cost Management model data into an Oracle 

database only, any explicit assignments without the full definition of the source side 

of an assignment intersection are no longer imported. 

• 9325512 A new Rules and Explicits tab has been added to the Model Validation screen that 

displays all sources within the selected application which have both explicit 

assignments and assignment rules attached to the same source. 

This option is not supported, and one of the assignments must be removed from that 

source. 

• 9325498 It is now possible to delete an ASO cube, even if it has not been loaded. 

• 9325487 A sort button has been added to the Available Rules panel in the Assignment Rules 

Editor screen to enable the rules to be sorted. 

• 9325447 

 

When calculating genealogy, it is now possible to select multiple stage combinations 

to generate the data that flows through multiple stages. See Multi-Stage Contribution 

Paths in Genealogy in the Enhancements section for more information. 

• 9325381 

 

When very large calculation scripts are processed, they may be split into smaller 

scripts to optimize processing. The 4MB default script size is set at the application 

level. 

• 9325378 Performance has been enhanced when importing assignment rule selections for large 

models (for example, more than 17,000 assignment rule selections) through 

Lifecycle Management. 

• 9325374 

 

To optimize the Essbase connection when fetching data, all genealogy calculations 

are now calculated using a single method. An Optimization selection for Classic or 

Native calculation is no longer required. 

• 9325366,  

9325360 

To optimize calc script generation and execution, several Essbase outline changes 

were made in this release. 

• 9325354 The performance of calc script generation, Lifecycle Management and Common 

Member Selector expand and collapse operations have been greatly improved by 

adding indexes to databases housing Profitability and Cost Management schema.  

To improve performance, you must run the appropriate script shown below to update 

internal indexes: 

 For MS SQL Server, run perf_sql_indexes.sql. The script is located in the 

patch folder at files\products\Profitability\database\Common\MSSQLServer\. 

 For Oracle, run perf_sql_indexes.sql. The script is located in the patch folder 

at files\products\Profitability\database\Common\Oracle\. 

This procedure is described as part of the  Post-Installation Instructions. 

• 9325311 Status communication between Profitability and Cost Management and EPM Architect 

during EPM Architect deployment has been modified, resulting in improved 

deployment processing times. 

• 9323644 Previously, if you were using Essbase release 11.1.1.3.00 with Profitability and Cost 

Management release 11.1.1.3.00 update, when more than three stages were created 

for an application in Profitability and Cost Management, the reporting database could 

not be successfully deployed.  

The issue has now been resolved. 



Defect 

Number 

Defect Fixed 

• 9147516 During calculation, if calc scripts exceed a certain size, they are divided into separate 

scripts for every allocation, and should be processed in the allocation sequence; 

however, in some instances, the scripts are run in the incorrect order, generating 

incorrect results.  

To correct this issue, if multiple scripts are generated due to script splitting, the 

_index displays the numerical sequence of the scripts for the same type, POV, Stage 

and layer, starting with _01, _02, and so on. 

• 9083179 The time required to generate allocation calc scripts has been improved. 

• 8798561 When using the Common Member Selector with “Show Grid” selected, the database 

now properly displays results for a selected member that has more than 1,000 

children.   

• 8789103 Essbase Alias Table Names are not case-sensitive (for example, ENGLISH and English 

are regarded as the same). During deployment to Essbase, a case-insensitive 

comparison is now performed to remove any duplicate Alias Table names. This 

solution fixes the duplicate Alias Table creation-related failure, while generating 

Essbase outlines. 

• 8784644 When deploying Profitability applications from EPM Architect to Profitability and Cost 

Management, if a parent member is renamed or re-parented, its children members 

can now correctly locate the modified parent when the application is redeployed. 

• 8784638 When deploying Profitability applications from EPM Architect to Profitability and Cost 

Management, if a parent member is deleted, its children are now correctly deleted. 

• 8717836 

 

When upper level dimensions were restructured in EPM Architect, Level 0 dimensions 

became direct descendants of higher level ancestors, and intermediate level 

members no longer existed. The new structure displays correctly in EPM Architect, 

but when the application is redeployed to Profitability and Cost Management, the 

Level 0 members are orphaned without a parent. 

• 8680308 Applications containing large dimensions (15,000 members or more) are now 

correctly redeployed from EPM Architect. 

• 8678088 Changing the status of a POV to “Published” should disable the calculation for that 

POV, but it does not. 

• 8678084 When navigating in the Driver Selection tree, an error message “maximum number 

of expressions in a list is 1000” is incorrectly generated. 

• 8678078 When defining an Assignment Rule, you cannot exclude specific level zero members 

from a parent selection.  The only available operation is “Is Equal.' 

• 8673439 When performing a Copy POV, a Job ID is now generated in the Task Status to 

monitor the progress of the copy operation. The Copy button on the Copy tab of the 

POV Management screen has been replaced with “Run Now” and “Run Later” buttons 

to enable you to run the operation immediately, or schedule a more convenient time. 

Caution: Existing applications must be re-registered in Shared Services to take 

advantage of this update. See the instructions in the section called  Post-Installation 

Instructions.   

• 8654748 To enhance the performance of genealogy calculations, Profitability and Cost 

Management now detects stage to stage combinations that have no assignment 

paths and ignores these combinations during calculation.  Models that use fewer 

stage to stage combinations, particularly those that do not skip stages, will see 

improved calculation times. 
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Number 

Defect Fixed 

• 8654721 The calculation script for Copy POV in Profitability and Cost Management has been 

updated, resulting in much faster performance time when copying the POV. 

• 8643023 Previously, if metadata changes created assignment rules that were out-of-synch, it 

was difficult to identify which assignment rules were causing problems. Now, when 

you launch model validation from the Structure Validation screen, the names of any 

out-of-synch assignment rules and their associated error messages are displayed on 

the Assignment Rule Validation screen. 

• 8642743 Previously, if duplicate member names were erroneously created on the same 

hierarchy in EPM Architect, when the duplicates were deleted from EPM Architect, 

they remained in the Profitability and Cost Management tables. Now, upon 

redeployment, the duplicates are correctly deleted in Profitability and Cost 

Management as well. 
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 Post-Installation Instructions 

After installing the release, you must finalize the post-installation configuration, as described in the 

following procedure. 

CAUTION: Some changes to the system dimension hierarchy may require customized modifications 

for the migration of existing applications. Contact Technical Support for assistance with migrations.  

To finalize the post-patch configuration:  

1. Shut down the Profitability service (Hyperion Profitability – Web Application). 

2. Start the EPM System Configurator. For instructions on using the EPM System Configurator, see the 

following guides: 

o Oracle Hyperion Enterprise Performance Management System Installation and Configuration 

Guide. 

o Oracle Hyperion Enterprise Performance Management System Installation Start Here 

3. Under Profitability and Cost Management, select Deploy to Application Server only, and then 

click Next. 

CAUTION: DO NOT select Configure Database, as this option will totally clear the database, and 

ALL existing applications will be lost. For additional information, refer to the Oracle Hyperion 

Enterprise Performance Management System Installation and Configuration Guide. 

4. Complete the remaining steps for the EPM System Configurator, as outlined in the Oracle Hyperion 

Enterprise Performance Management System Installation and Configuration Guide. The server is 

automatically restarted by the EPM System Configurator when the configuration is complete.  

5. If you are upgrading from Release 11.1.1.3.00 only, re-register the existing Profitability and Cost 

Management applications in Shared Services:  

a. From the Workspace main menu, select Navigate, then Administer, and then Application 

Library. 

b. In the EPMA Application Library, right-click the application name, and then select Reregister. 

c. On the Reregister dialog box, click Reregister. 



NOTE: No changes are required in the Reregister window, unless you want to adjust the 

"Shared Services Project" if this value has not been preserved from the previous deployment by 

EPM Architect. 

6. Optional: If you are applying 11.1.1.4.00 as a maintenance install over an existing 11.1.1.xx 

installation, run the following SQL statement on the Profitability and Cost Management database 

schema:  

7. Restart "Hyperion Profitability - Web Applications" service.  

8. For Profitability and Cost Management Release 11.1.1.3.00 only, upgrade the metadata in the 

existing applications, as described in the procedure, Upgrading Existing Applications with Updated 

Metadata. 
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 Upgrading Existing Applications with Updated Metadata 

Profitability and Cost Management applications that were created in Release 11.1.1.3.00 or pre-

11.1.1.1.07 releases must be upgraded to reflect recent changes to metadata. The changes are 

documented in these sections: 

 AllocationType 

 Measures 

 

To upgrade metadata in existing applications: 

1. From EPM Workspace, select Navigate, then Administer, and then Dimension Library. 

2. Select File, then Import, and then Create Profile. 

The New Profile dialog box is displayed.  

3. Complete the details of the import profile: 

o Enter a Profile Name. 

o Under Import Type, select FlatFile. 

o Enter a description, if desired. 

o Select the Profitability application to which the upgrade is to be applied. 

o Under FileName, click Browse to display the File Input dialog box. 

4. On the File Input dialog box, navigate to the location of the update.ads file 
 

5. Open the  file to determine whether the new AllocationType and Measures members 

are present, and proceed as follows: 

o If the new members are not present in the  file, click Upload and then continue 

with Step 6. 

o If the specified members are in the  file, you do not need to complete this 

procedure, and the update is done.  

CAUTION: If your application uses dimensions that have been named other than "Measures" and 

“AllocationType" exactly, you must edit the  file to reflect the actual names, or apply 

the member changes manually. 



6. On the File Properties page, select the properties for the import, such as Column Delimiter, 

Remove Double Quotes on Strings, and so on, and then click Next.  

7. On the Map Dimensions page, select Merge for both the AllocationType and Measures locations, 

and then click Next. 

8. On the Dimension Mapping page, highlight AllocationType - AllocationType, and click Select 

All. 

9. On the Dimension Mapping page, highlight Measures - Measures, and click Select All. 

10. Click Finish. 

11. After the import is successfully completed, perform the following tasks for all new and existing 

applications: 

o Redeploy the application to Profitability and Cost Management. 

o Redeploy the calculation cube and reporting cube to Essbase. 

o Regenerate calc scripts to get the latest calculation script generation changes. 

12. Verify the changes in the application: 

AllocationType 
The new members for genealogy changes (SysAllocVar3, TotalAllocation and IndirectAllocation) are 

displayed, and the properties for “TotalAllocation” are set correctly. 

o The SysAllocVar2 member has been modified to add a formula for Data Storage (ASO), and the 

change has been added to the update.ads file. The formula is the same as that set for Data 

Storage (BSO), to calculate the sum of DirectAllocation, GenealogyAllocation and SysAllocVar1.  

o The following new members have been added under AllocationType to accommodate the 

calculation of selected stages for genealogy: 

 SysAllocVar3 stores calculated genealogy data that is used within the system. Do not use 

this member in reports. 

 TotalAllocation dynamically calculates the sum of the source links of DirectAllocation, 

GenealogyAllocation and SysAllocVar3. 

 IndirectAllocation dynamically calculates the sum of the source links of 

GenealogyAllocation, and SysAllocVar3. 

Caution: These are system variables, used internally for intrastage calculations. DO NOT 

modify these members. 

 

Measures 
The properties for “NetCostForAssignment” member are set correctly. Although the Measures 

dimension has not changed structurally, the Data Storage (BSO) property for ten of its members 

has been changed from “DynamicCalc” to “StoreData.” 

In the Measures dimension, the Data Storage (BSO) property for the following members needs to 

be changed TO 'StoreData' FROM 'DynamicCalc': 

o NetCostForAssignment 

o GrossReceivedCost 

o CostReceived 

o NetReciprocalCost 

o NetRevenueForAssignment 

o GrossReceivedRevenue 



o RevenueInput 

o RevenueReceived 

o Net Revenue 

o NetReciprocalRevenue 

For additional information, see “Working with Profitability and Cost Management Dimensions and 

Members” in the Oracle Hyperion Profitability and Cost Management Administrator’s Guide. 
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Tips and Troubleshooting 

Entering Filters 

When filtering Attributes or UDAs, a search value is selected from the drop-down in the Value field. 

Wildcard symbols, such as asterisks (*) and question marks (?) are not supported in attribute-based 

and UDA-based filters. 

Only the EQUAL operation is currently supported to filter Names, Aliases, and UDA members. For 

attributes, both EQUAL and NOT EQUAL operations are supported. 

Common Event Service (CES) Status Pages 

In some instances, CES Status pages (Manage Taskflow, Task Status and Task Details) cannot be 

opened.  

To work around this issue, perform the following steps: 

1. From your internet browser main menu, select Tools, then Internet Options, then Privacy tab, 

and then Advanced button. 

2. On the Advanced Privacy Settings dialog box, select Override automatic cookie handling, then 

select Prompt, and then click OK. The next time you select the Job Status links, the browser will 

ask about handling cookies. 

3. On the Privacy Alert dialog box, check Apply my decision to all cookies from this Web site, 

and then select 'Allow Cookie' and click OK. 

 

Attribute Associations 

When assigning Attribute associations, the following conditions must be applied; otherwise, the 

Essbase deployment will fail: 

 Only Level 0 attribute dimension members can be associated with base dimension members. 

 All base dimension members with attribute associations must be at the same level. 

 

Setting the Hierarchy Type Property 

The „Hierarchy Type‟ property applies only to Aggregate Storage Databases in Essbase. (The Reporting 

Cube is generated by Profitability and Cost Management). If the hierarchy type property value is set to 

'Stored' in EPM Architect, the Essbase reporting cube expects all members of the dimension to use one 

of the following consolidation symbols: 



 + ADDITION 

 ~ Stored hierarchies can have the no-consolidation or IGNORE (~) operator (only underneath Label 

Only members). 

Any dimension members that use a consolidation symbol other than ADDITION and IGNORE in the 

Stored hierarchy type (for example, - SUBTRACT) will cause error messages while generating the 

reporting cube. 

To be able to use other consolidation type symbols (other than ADDITION and IGNORE) the hierarchy 

type should be set to „DYNAMIC.‟ 

Note: If a dimension member has a formula, the hierarchy type must be set to „DYNAMIC.‟ 

To set the Hierarchy Type: 

4. From EPM Workspace, select Navigate, then Administer, and then Dimension Library. 

5. Under the application, select Measures, and then UserDefinedDriverMeasures. 

6. In the Property Grid, select the appropriate Hierarchy Type property: 

o Select Stored for any dimension members that use the following consolidation symbols: 

 + ADDITION  

 ~ IGNORE (only underneath LABEL ONLY members.) 

o Select Dynamic for any business dimension that needs to use all supported consolidation 

symbols, or that has a formula. 

7. Redeploy the application to the Profitability and Cost Management, and then Essbase. 

Solving Issues with Profitability and Cost Management Connection Type 

By default, Profitability and Cost Management uses APS mode to connect to Essbase, and APS uses 

many TCP ports while deploying the Essbase cubes. This situation may cause a network error which is 

displayed in the Profitability and Cost Management log file.  

If this error occurs, switch the Connection Type to embedded mode, and redeploy the cube. 

To set the Connection Type to Embedded mode: 

8. In Profitability and Cost Management, from Task Areas, select Manage Model, and then Model 

Summary. 

9. On the Model Summary screen, select the Model Level Preference tab. 

10. Under Essbase Information, select “embedded” from the Connection Type drop-down list. 

11. Click the Save icon. 

If the cube deployment fails in embedded mode, or you have to use APS mode, you can modify the 

Windows registry TCPIP parameters - TcpTimedWaitDelay and MaxUserPort - as recommended by 

the Windows Operating System documentation. 

CAUTION: Before making any changes to the Windows Registry, consult the Microsoft Windows 

Operating System documentation for the correct settings and best practices to avoid any risk of 

corrupting the registry. 

To improve the ability of the Windows operating system to deal with a high rate of network 

connections: 

1. From the Windows Registry, navigate to 

KEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\TCPIP\Parameters 



2. Add or modify the following registry entries: 

o TcpTimedWaitDelay - Set this to a low value (for example, 30) for the sockets to be released 

quickly. This DWORD value ranges between 30-300. 

o MaxUserPort - Set this to a high value (for example, 33000) to increase the total number of 

sockets that can be connected to the port. This is a DWORD value. 

See the Microsoft Windows operating system documentation for more details before modifying 

these parameters.  

3. Reboot the system for the changes to take effect. 

Modifying Default WebLogic Timeout Settings for Lifecycle Management  

If you are using Lifecycle Management to import large models, the import may take longer to process 

than the time specified in the default timeout settings on the Oracle WebLogic Server. (7166332) 

To work around this issue, you must reset the default timeout settings as described in the following 

procedure. 

To modify the default timeout for WebLogic Server: 

1. Navigate to  

 

2. In the configuration file, locate the section LocationMatch/profitability, and add the line 

WLIOTimeoutSecs 3000, as shown below: 

3. Navigate to HYPERION_HOME\common\httpServers\Apache\2.0.59\conf\htppd.conf.   

4. Set Timeout to 3000, as shown in the following text: 

Note: The server timeout shown above is a suggested limit, and may be modified to suit the 

specific timeout settings provided in the documentation for your application server. 

 

Running the  Script 

If errors are generated for ID column values that run into negative values due to overflow in any of the 

Profitability and Cost Management tables, you must run a specific script to correct the situation. 

(Defect 12704452) 

This is a release-specific script that scans all the tables in the Profitability and Cost Management 

product schema to defragment any sequence number loss. The file is available at 

%HYPERION_HOME%\products\Profitability\database\Common\Oracle. 



Note: This workaround is applicable only for an installation which has Profitability and Cost 

Management configured with an Oracle database. 

See the following procedures: 

 Running the  Script 

 Backing Out the  Script 

Running the  Script 

To run the  script: 

1. Stop all instances of the Profitability and Cost Management service: "Hyperion Profitability - Web 

Application." 

2. Perform a full system backup of the Profitability and Cost Management database schema.  

CAUTION: Oracle strongly recommends that you back up the database schema in case you 

need to roll back to the state that existed before the ID value defragmentation. 

3. From the command line, connect to the Profitability and Cost Management database, and then run 

the defragmentation SQL script, using the following command: 

CAUTION: Wait for the SQL script to finish running before proceeding to the next step. If any errors 
are logged during execution, use the procedure, "Backing Out the  Script," and 

contact Oracle Support for further assistance. 

4. When the SQL script completes execution, start all instances of the Profitability and Cost 

Management service: "Hyperion Profitability - Web Application." 

5. Navigate through all screens in the Profitability and Cost Management application to verify if any 

errors are displayed when accessing the UI. 

6. If any errors are discovered, back out of the changes made by the defragmentation script, as 

outlined in the procedure, "Backing Out the  Script" and contact Oracle 

Support for further assistance. 

 

Backing Out the  Script 

To back out the cript: 

1. Stop all instances of the Profitability and Cost Management service: "Hyperion Profitability - Web 

Application." 

2. Navigate to %HYPERION_HOME%\products\Profitability\database\Common\Oracle to locate the 

file, drop.sql. 

3. Run drop.sql on the Profitability and Cost Management database schema, using the following 

command: 

4. Restore the database schema using the backup version created in Step 2 of the procedure, 

"Running." 

5. Start all instances of the Profitability and Cost Management service: "Hyperion Profitability - Web 

Application." 

6. Navigate through all screens in the Profitability and Cost Management application to validate that 

your original database schema has been restored. Contact Support if additional assistance is 

required. 



 

 

Increment Oracle Inventory Release Number for Release 11.1.1.2.xx Only 

For Release 11.1.1.2.xx only, after upgrading to Release 11.1.1.3.00, the release number in the Oracle 

inventory is not incremented, causing the installation of the service patch to fail. 

To work around this issue, complete the following steps: 

7. Rename HYPERION_HOME/inventory to .  

8. Delete the EPMSystem line from central inventory, e.g. 
 

9. Run  to restore the inventory folder. (Defect ID: 

9385500) 
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Documentation Updates 

Accessing EPM System Product Documentation  

The most recent version of each Hyperion product guide is available for download from the 

Documentation area of the Oracle Technology Network (OTN) Web site 

(http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/index.html). Deployment-related documentation is also available 

from the Oracle E-Delivery Web site (https://edelivery.oracle.com/). Individual product guides are 

available for download on the Oracle Technology Network (OTN) Web site only.  

Note: Not all of the documentation for this product has been updated from Release 11.1.1.1, 11.1.1.2, 

or 11.1.1.3. Similarly, the product UI may not have been updated since these releases. 

 

Copying and Pasting Code Snippets from PDFs 

When you cut and paste code snippets from a PDF file, some characters can be lost during the paste 

operation, making the code snippet invalid.  

Workaround: Cut and paste from the HTML version of the document. 
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Accessibility Considerations 

Access to Oracle Support 

Oracle customers have access to electronic support through My Oracle Support. For information, visit 

http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=info or visit 

http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs if you are hearing impaired.  

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/index.html
https://edelivery.oracle.com/
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=info
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs


 

Documentation Accessibility  

For information about Oracle's commitment to accessibility, visit the Oracle Accessibility Program 

website at http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=docacc.  
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